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           Priorities for establishing a system of National Accounts

1.     The SNA represents not just a means of calculating GDP but also the 
theoretical framework within which all sorts of economic statistics are 
co-ordinated to ensure theoretical consistency.  This consistency is only 
achieved in practice if the tools used to assemble the individual data sets are 
comprehensive, accurate and synchronous.  A purist view is that adequate 
national accounts cannot be calculated until all the underlying systems are in 
place and have achieved an acceptable quality.  In particular, infrastructure 
such as business registers, statistical book-keeping practices, sampling 
design, survey practices must all be operating effectively.  Available data 
sources must include enterprise statistics, household budget surveys, 
government accounts, balance of payments, financial statistics as well as 
comprehensive sets of basic, producer and purchaser prices.

2.     For countries in transition, assembling all these components is 
obviously a very demanding task that will take an appreciable amount of time. 
Given the pressures to produce acceptable measures of economic activity in the 
shortest possible time, a more pragmatic approach is required.  This consists 
in adapting the data sources available now to a basis as close as possible to 
the SNA, noting the areas of deficiency, and pursuing a policy of incremental 
improvement over a period of several years.  Under this approach, the 
supporting systems are gradually replaced by more robust alternatives, more 
closely aligned to the needs of an integrated framework.

3.     In practice, all countries pursue a policy of incremental improvement in 
their statistics -- that is the way the quality of statistics improves.  Nor 
has any country implemented the whole of the SNA system simultaneously; indeed 
virtually all OECD Member countries still implement less than the full system.  
To give an impression of the extent to which the existing SNA is applied in 
OECD Member countries, the attached questionnaire has been prepared in order to 
assist countries in transition to assess their priorities in the light of 
experience throughout the OECD area.

4.     Participants from OECD Member countries are requested to bring their 
completed questionnaires to the meeting.  They will be collected during the 
morning of the first day, so that a summary can be prepared for discussion of 
this agenda item.



              STATE OF NATIONAL ACCOUNTS IN OECD MEMBER COUNTRIES

{Production accounts:}

1.     Are these calculated•       --   quarterly
       •     •••       --   annually
       •     •••       --   less frequently
       •     •••       --   never

2.     For how many industry groups    --   < 20
       •     •••       --   20-50
       •     •••       --   50-100
       •     •••       --   > 300

{Income and Outlay accounts:}

3.     Are these calculated•       --   quarterly
       •     •••       --   annually
       •     •••       --   less frequently
       •     •••       --   never

{Capital finance accounts:}

4.     Are these calculated•       --   quarterly
       •     •••       --   annually
       •     •••       --   less frequently
       •     •••       --   never

{Flow of funds:}

5.     Is there a flow of funds table for your country?

6.     Is the flow of funds table consistent with the capital finance account?

7.     Are these calculated•       --   quarterly
       •     •••       --   annually
       •     •••       --   less frequently
       •     •••       --   never

{Balance sheets:}

8.     Are there balance sheets for your country?

9.     Are the balance sheets consistent with the capital finance account?

10.    Are these calculated•       --   quarterly
       •     •••       --   annually
       •     •••       --   less frequently
       •     •••       --   never



•
{Deflation of value added to constant prices:}

11.    Do you use double deflation to measure value added at constant prices 
       for   •••       --   agriculture
       •     •••       --   mining
       •     •••       --   some manufacturing
       •     •••       --   all manufacturing
       •     •••       --   construction
       •     •••       --   some market services
       •     •••       --   all market services

12.    Do you use output volume measures to measure value added for
       •     •••       --   agriculture
       •     •••       --   mining
       •     •••       --   some manufacturing
       •     •••       --   all manufacturing
       •     •••       --   construction
       •     •••       --   some market services
       •     •••       --   all market services

13.    Do you use input measures (including number of employees) to measure 
       value added for••       --   agriculture
       •     •••       --   mining
       •     •••       --   some manufacturing
       •     •••       --   all manufacturing
       •     •••       --   construction
       •     •••       --   some market services
       •     •••       --   all market services

14.    Do you use commodity balance techniques
       •     •••       --   quarterly
       •     •••       --   annually
       •     •••       --   less frequently
       •     •••       --   never

       •     •••       --   for all commodities (how many)
       •     •••       --   for specific commodities (how many)

15.    Do you compile Input-Output tables
       •     •••       --   quarterly
       •     •••       --   annually
       •     •••       --   less frequently
       •     •••       --   never

16.    Do you use Input-Output tables  --   for double deflation
       •     •••       --   to weight output indices
       •     •••       --   to weight price indices
       •     •••       --   for productivity analyses
       •     •••       --   for other analyses
       •     •••       --   not at all

17.    Are your quarterly accounts consistent with your annual accounts?



•
18.    In which month do you publish your first provisional estimate of GDP by 
       expenditure categories for the previous year?

19.    In which month do you publish your first "final" estimate of GDP by 
       expenditure categories for the previous year?

20.    After what period do you cease to make revisions to data for earlier 
       periods•••       --   one year
       •     •••       --   three years
       •     •••       --   longer
       •     •••       --   never

21.    How often do you rebase your accounts
       •     •••       --   every year
       •     •••       --   every five years
       •     •••       --   other

22.    Do you chain your rebased series
       •     •••       --   annually
       •     •••       --   every five years
       •     •••       --   other
       •     •••       --   do not chain

23.    Do you make explicit estimates for the informal/underground economy?

24.    If so, is the estimate•       --   < 5 per cent of GDP
       •     •••       --   5-10 per cent of GDP
       •     •••       --   10-25 per cent of GDP
       •     •••       --   higher
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